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Forest Fire Detection by Satellites for Fire Control
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Introduction

Infrared sensors aboard satellites are sensitive to heat emitted by fires. Meteorological
satellites have been used for decades to collect statistics on fires. Fire control has been a
much less studied topic in satellite remote sensing. Since the polar-orbiting meteorological
satellites cover the whole earth several times a day their data can be used also for detecting
fires for fire control purposes.

VTT Automation has developed an automatic fire detection system in various projects since
1993 (Rauste et al 1997). This development has involved close co-operation between VTT,
Finnish Ministry of the Interior, and Finnish Meteorological Institute.

Automatic Fire Detection System

The configuration of the satellite based fire detection system is shown in Figure l.
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Figure 1. Satellite based fire detection in principle.
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and NOAA-15) is
Satellite scenes arestation in Finnish Meteorological Institute.

are looked for in the so-called mid infrared (wavelength 3.7 p$ daä. Near infrared
(wavelength 0.91 pm) data together with thermat infrarJd (l l pm) äata areused to screen
false alarms due to various reflection phenomena from clouds. The known imaging
geometry is used to eliminate false alarms from water or other highly reflective surfaces.
Heat-emitting industrial sites are screened based on their known locätions.

For each detected fire, a fire report is sent to the regional dispatching centre in whose
territory the fire was detected. Telefax is used as thi means ior fire-reports. The co-
ordinates and detection time are reported in text. The location of the fire is also indicated in
a map annexed to the telefax.

Fire Detection Results in Summer 1999

Th! tire detection system was operated in an almost operational way from 5 May 1999 until4 october 1999. During this period, the fire deteition system processed 64g N9AAAVHRR scenes and detected l97l fires in the monitoring area that covered 1700 km
by1700 km centred at Finland.

Fires detected in summer 1999 are shown in Figure 2. Eightfire observations that were in
Baltic Sea and were considered to be due to räception blt errors were removed from the
map shown in Figure 2. The fires in front of the Norwegian coast are oil rigs.
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Figure 2. Fires detected in summer 1999.

Telefax fire reports were sent for fires detected in Finland, Estonia, Sweden, Norway,
Latvia, and the Carelian autonomous area in Russia. There were 372 fire observations in
these countries. The average processing time from the beginning of image acquisition until
the sending of fire reports was 28 minutes.

The telefax fire reports included a request to send verification data back to the Finnish
Ministry of the Interior, who then collected the verification faxes for later analysis. Most of
the detected fires in the returned verification faxes (104) were various fires such as
prescribed forestry burnings, forest fires or agricultural burnings. In I I cases, the fire was
reported to be a false alarm. These 1l cases (in 10 scenes) were studied closer. In 7 cases,
the reason for the false alarm was found to be bit errors due to poor data reception quality.
The remaining 4 cases were close to small clouds. Some of these cases could be lightning
even though the probability for detecting a lightning is small during the 25 ps, when the
optics of the scanner is directed to a pixel.
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Figure 3 shows an example of NOAA AYHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer) data used. Visible-wavelength (0.63 pm) data is shown in blue, near infrared

-tu
The scene was acquired on 14 June 1999 at l5:L9 UTC (18:19 Finnish time). In Figure 3,
there are four documented fire observations. The red point east of Lake Kajaani is a
prescribed burning of 4 ha according to the regional dispatching centre of Kainuu. The fire
east of Lake Koitere is a prescribed bumin g of 5.2 ha and the one east of Lake Päijänne a
burning of 2 ha. The red point north of Lake Päijänne was reported (by regional
dispatching centre of Keski-Suomi) to be a false alarm. This was one of the four cases
where a lightning may have been the reason for the observed hot spot. In addition to the
fires on the Finnish side there are red points also on the Russian side. No verification data
is currently available for these fires.

4

Figure 3. A sample NOAA-l2 scene showing fires as red dots.
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Geo-Location Accuracy of Detected ß'ires

The fire detection system excludes industrial sites (based on their known location) as false
alarms. 'Ihe locatlon data of these "tires" (as that of any other tires or talse alarms) is kept
in a log file produced by the system. As far as it can be assumed that the heat source in
these industrial sites (mainly steel factories) is always in the same place, the observations of
these indusfial targets can be used to estimate the geo-location accuracy of detected fires.

Data from the period 29.2.20010 to 11.5.2000 was used to estimate the geo-location
accuracy of detected fires. Table I shows observations of the steel factories of Luleä and
Nyköping (in Sweden).

Table 1. Geo-location obserwations of industrial targets.

Northing Easting Satellite Date/Time Pixels
Luleä:
7283.7 28r.1
7283.7 281.6
7280.4 279.3
7282.6 280.5
7282.6 281.1
7282.6 281.6
7283.7 28r.6

Nyköping:
6548.9 -72.0
6548.2 -7t.9
6549.7 -70.4
6550.0 -70.4
6548.9 -7A.4

NOAA-l5 0003140648 2
NOAA-ls W04220716 1

ERS-2/ATSR 0004271021 I
NOAA-15 0004271658 1

NOAA-15 0005010715 2
NOAA-l4 0005030319 1

NOAA-12 0005050526 1

NOAA-l2 0004061435 2
ERS-2/ATSR 0004211012 I
NOAA-l5 0005070641 3

NOAA-15 000509t729 I
NOAA-I2 0005101506 1

The standard deviation for the Luleä observations is 1.18 km in Northing and 0.84 km in
Easting, which gives a point standard error of 1.45 km. If the ATSR observation is
excluded, the standard deviations reduce to 0.60 and 0.44 km (point standard error 0.75
km). The standard deviation for the Nyköping observations is 0.72 km in Northing and
0.85 km in Easting, which results in a point standard error of 1.11 km.

The standard error is higher than the nominal spatial resolution of the sensor (1.1 km for
NOAA AVHRR). The actual spatial resolution of the AVHRR sensor degrades towards
the edges of image swath (5.8 km by 2.2 km), which makes accurate geoJocation difficult
unless the fire is in the very central part of the scene. Table I shows another difficulty in
geo-location. If the hot target occupies 1 pixel in one scene and 3 pixels in the next, it is
likely that the centre coordinates of the fire observation change somewhat.
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Fire Detection in Summer 2000

VTT Automation together with the Finnish Ministry of the Interior, Finnish

-European Commission -- leads an ESA-funded demonstration project in fire detection. In
this project (FF-Operat, Rauste et al 1999), a new satellite and sensor system will be
demonstrated in summer 2OO0. The ATSR (Along Track Scanning Radiometer) aboard the
European ERS-2 satellite has a better resolution: l-km-by-l-l«n pixels instead of the 1.1-
hn-by-l.l-km (at best) of the NOAA AVHRR sensor. Since the detected fires are smaller
than a pixel, the improved resolution means that a fire covers a larger proportion of a pixel.
This leads to smaller fires being detected. Since ATSR data are acquired less often than
NOAA AVHRR data, this new sensor can only be used as an addition to augment the
NOAA AVHRR data.
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Figure 4. Number of scenes per hour from various satellites in 2000.

Figure 4 shows a hour histogram of scenes per satellite. The NOAA series of satellites give
a reasonable good temporal coverage of the morning (2...8 UTC, i.e. 5...11 Finnish day-
light saving time) and late afternoon (12...17 IJTC, i.e. 15...20 Finnish time). Between
these periods there is a gap of several hours in early afternoon, right in the time when many
fires start. The "day scenes" of ERS-2 (ATSR sensor) fit well in this empty space in the
NOAA acquisition period. Unfortunately the ATSR scenes do not cover the whole
monitoring area but only approximately one third of it. This is due to the narrower image
swath of ATSR (about 500 km compared to the 27(J.l_krrn of AVHRR). The processing time
of ATSR data is also longer because the data is first stored aboard the satellite, while
NOAA AVHRR data are received in real time.
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Table 2 (from Rauste et al 1999) shows a summary of key requirements for an operational
fire detection system. These requirements were analysed and taken into account when

Table 2. Summary of Key Requirements for fire detection and monitoring.

Req
no.

Key Requirement Pri Phase Syst. Impl.

R1 Combine meteorological information with fire
index and fire detection reports.

L Prev Met Yes

R2 Information on forest type to combine with fire
risk index (and wind speed / direction).

L Prev GIS No

R3 Reliable advance notification (24 hours) of any
intemrption to fire detection and monitoring,
for instance due to cloud cover.

L Det Met No

R4 Fires detected even when there are clouds. H Det NC No
R5 Minimum detectable fire size of about 0.1 ha. M Det Sat Yes
R6 Fire detected, and the nearest fire fighting units

informed, within 30 minutes of the fire starting.
H Det Sat Yes

R7 False alarm rate less thar, lO 7o. H Det Sat Yes
R8 Fire location accuracy within 500 m. H Det Sat Yes
R9 Delivery of alarm information to closest alarm

centre to location of the fire.
H Det Sat Yes

R10 Monitoring of fire spread (particularly for fires
seater than 50 ha.) at hourly intervals.

L Ext NC No

R11 For fire damage assessment, need estimate of
total bumed area.

L Dam Sat Exp

R12 For fire damage assessment, need estimate of
cost of damage.

L Dam Sat Exp

R13 For fire damage assessment, need estimate of
startins point of fire.

L Dam Sat Exp

R14 All information (including co-ordinates) that is
provided to fire service should be compatible
with GlS-based'Mapinfo' system.

M All Sat Yes

R15 Graphical representation of fire location and
dispersion model.

M Ext Sat No

R16 Graphical representation of fire scar maps. L Dam Sat Exp
Rl7 Smoke spreadins prediction. M Det Met No
Rl8 Information on fire intensity. L Dam Sat No
R19 Reliable information on cloud-to-ground

liehtnine in areas with no sisnificant rainfall.
M Prev Met Yes

(Exp)
R20 Overview graphical daily fire suflrmary. M Det Sat Yes

7

Abbreviations used in Table 2:
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Column Pri (= priority): L = low, M = Medium, H = hieür;
Column Phase: Prev = prevention, Det = detection, Ext = extinguishing,

Dam = damage assessment, All = all phases;

GIS = GIS systems of SM
NC = aircraft surveillance
Sat = satellite based fire detection

Column Impl. (= implementation):
No = not planned to be implemented in the operational fire detection system
Yes = planned to be implemented in the operational fire detection system
Exp - planned to be demonstrated in an experiment using high-resolution satellite data

A more robust bit-error screening algorithm has been designed for summer 2000, which
will reduce the number of false alarms in NOAA AVHRR data considerably. Other
improvements include a WWW page showing the most recently detected fires (at the
moment in address http://metsapalo.fmi.fi/uudet/fires.html) and forecast meteorological
data (rain, temperature, wind speed and direction) in fire report telefaxes.

Conclusions

Satellite based forest fire detection is a feasible system. Satellite based fire detection can be
used as back-up and augmentation of other means in fire detection. In the beginning of the
forest fire season when the fire surveillance flights have not started yet, satellite base fire
detection can form a central part in forest fire detection. Satellites can also detect fires in
uninhabited areas.
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